
Nestled on the Northwest side of lake Vivverna on the Sharnelle land mass, Kamjin “Maverick”
Lap’lamiz has begun construction of the new Lap’lamiz estate. In an area the Scholae Palatinae
Proconsul described as, “...as close to Alderaan as one could find in this region of space,” he
has begun to lay down new roots.

The Duke of Juranno, of which he’s started having the locals in the area refer to him as, has
begun importing materials mined from the asteroidal remains of Alderaan to be utilized in the
construction of the new sprawling estate.

The Duke has been involved in every minute detail of the planning. Sparing no expense, he’s
hired one of the last surviving architects to survive the destruction of his homeworld to draft the
plans. The smooth, matte metallic, curved buildings have their initial framing going up while the
overall grounds are being worked on.

Of the few finished structures the most notable is the dock into the lake. It is large enough to
dock several water crafts of various sizes. Ranging from one person sport vehicles to a
multi-passenger water/air skimmer.  Extending out several dozen meters into the water it sports
elegantly carved railings and several covered spots where it branches out for friends and family
to view those on the lake in shaded comfort. Beverage and food stations are interwoven with the
design and nearly invisible except for those aware of their location.

One of the true gems is not easily visible. Contained within the pillars of the dock are massive
warmers that have raised the lake temperature from the expected coolness by the snowcapped
Guath mountains to a pleasant, nearly tropical level.

With the recent reunitating of Kamjin and his daughter, Komilla, construction transports take off
nearly hourly from the landing pad situated on the Southern side of the estate. Already it is well
equipped to handle various transports and fighters. The large fueling tanks were buried early on
and a temporary hangar was erected to house any military shuttle that ferried Kamjin to his new
home.

Reminiscent of old Imperial outposts landing platforms for TIE Fighters are present as the
Proconsul does not stay in the estate without several guards patrolling the area. Especially
given the current socio-political climate on Ragnath.

While a military presence is maintained Kamjin has sought to placate the locals. Expecting the
effect on the local wildlife from his dock’s warmers, Kamjin has shipped in tropical fish species
to maintain the fishing supply chain in the region. Though some locals are dissatisfied with
intrusion to their scenery several well placed bribes or threats have encouraged the local
leaders to play down the impact.


